We report on the use of the noncollinear third-harmonic generation in an amorphous polymer film operating in the eye safe and telecommunication compatible near-infrared range to perform ultrafast all-optical two-dimensional ͑2D͒ image processing at 1550 nm using 100 fs pulses. The background-free and nondegenerate outputs at 517 nm are easily spatially filtered and detected with low cost electronic components. We describe this Fourier transform based technique and demonstrate its application to the classical problem of 2D image recognition. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2790826͔ Due to their massive intrinsic parallelism, optical systems are attractive for applications that require computationally intensive operations. The problem of two-dimensional ͑2D͒ image processing is a good example where optical systems offer such advantages. When these systems are implemented using ultrafast nonlinear optical ͑NLO͒ processes, computational rates faster than 10 16 operations/ s could be achieved.
Due to their massive intrinsic parallelism, optical systems are attractive for applications that require computationally intensive operations. The problem of two-dimensional ͑2D͒ image processing is a good example where optical systems offer such advantages. When these systems are implemented using ultrafast nonlinear optical ͑NLO͒ processes, computational rates faster than 10 16 operations/ s could be achieved. 1 In comparison, BlueGene/L, the fastest supercomputer today, can perform 2.8ϫ 10 14 floating point operations/s. 2 The constant advances in ultrafast laser technologies and NLO material research continue to bring ultrafast optical processing closer to its realization. Thirdharmonic generation ͑THG͒ is an inherently ultrafast electronic process that has already found many applications in laser frequency conversion, 3 characterization of ultrafast pulses, 4 microscopy, 5, 6 and imaging through scattering media. 5, 6 To date, most THG applications pertained to the characterization of ultrafast pulses through temporal autocorrelation, because third-order processes allow full access to the amplitude and phase information of a pulse without direction-of-time ambiguity. 7 Recently, we demonstrated the use of an amorphous polymer composite with strong THG at telecommunication wavelengths for the characterization of subnanojoule femtosecond pulses by interferometric autocorrelation 8 and by frequency-resolved optical gating. Ballistic-photon imaging through scattering media using ultrafast gating was also demonstrated. 10 In this letter, we expand the range of applications for THG processes by demonstrating Fourier-transform-based 2D optical image processing using noncollinear THG at 1550 nm. In contrast with the previously proposed ultrafast optical image processors that use a Kerr media in a phase-conjugated geometry, 1 the forward-folded crossed-beam phase-matched coherent antiStokes Raman spectroscopy ͑BOXCARS͒ geometry used for the noncollinear THG process can be implemented in a very compact setup using a diffractive optical element ͑DOE͒ to generate the input beams and assure their spatial and temporal overlap. 11 Even though the BOXCARS geometry has been used in the past for degenerate four-wave mixing ͑DFWM͒ imaging experiments, 12 the THG correlator produces signal outputs that are nondegenerate, backgroundfree, and spatially separated in the visible spectral range. Thus, they can be spatially filtered with an iris and are not affected by scattering at the fundamental wavelength. Scattering is a particularly difficult problem to deal with in DFWM experiments, in particular, if hundreds of micrometer thick samples are required to produce signals that are strong enough to be detected with current charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ technologies sensitive in the telecommunication range. In contrast, the THG signals produced by a 10 m thick polymer composite sample are strong enough to be seen by the naked eye and easily detected with low-cost Si-based electronic components that do not require image intensifiers.
This noncollinear THG approach is based on a joint transform correlator configuration implemented through a 4-f imaging system, as shown in Fig. 1 . The optical system simultaneously receives three linearly polarized and collimated pulses at frequency . The spatial field distribution of each pulse is modulated in transmission or reflection by amplitude masks that contain, respectively, the 2D images of the desired impulse response h͑r͒, the data to be filtered g͑r͒, and the reconstruction wave r͑r͒. The amplitude masks are placed at the front focal plane of lens 1 and Foua͒ Electronic mail: kippelen@gatech.edu FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Schematics of the joint transform correlator geometry used for the implementation of the noncollinear THG correlator. The inset shows the ten THG beams generated when three noncollinear pulses coincide spatially and temporally in the NLO material along with the fundamental wave vector combinations that give rise to them.
rier transformed into the NLO material at its back focal plane, where the angular spectra of the 2D images are multiplied through the material third-order NLO susceptibility, ͑3͒ ͑3 ; , , ͒ ͓hereafter denoted by ͑3͒ ͔. In this threebeam noncollinear THG configuration, the interacting beams with wave vectors k h ͑͒, k g ͑͒, and k r ͑͒ will give rise to ten different optical fields at frequency 3. The direction of each beam is determined by one of the possible combinations of the three wave vectors at , k ijk ͑3͒ = k i ͑͒ + k j ͑͒ + k k ͑͒ ͑with i, j, k = h, g, r͒, see, the inset of Fig. 1 . This configuration takes full advantage of ͑i͒ the nonphase matched and ͑ii͒ the third-order nature of the THG process by avoiding the spatial overlap of beams that contain different information. Of particular interest for 2D optical image processing applications is the central beam propagating in the direction k rhg ͑3͒, which at the NLO material can be approximated as
where capital letters denote the Fourier transforms of the respective 2D images, is the fundamental wavelength, and f 1 is the focal length of lens 1. After propagating through lens 2, with focal length f 2 , the spatial distribution at the back focal plane of lens 2, the output plane, will have the form
͑2͒
where denotes the convolution operation. Note that the frequency conversion process demagnifies the original images because the third-harmonic field propagates with a reduced wavelength ͑ THG = /3͒ which rescales its angular spectrum by a factor of 3. Nevertheless, the total magnification can be controlled by a proper selection of the magnification factor f 2 / f 1 . Since the output field distribution is directly proportional to the convolution of the input fields, using a delta function for the reconstruction wave r͑r͒ = ␦͑r͒, returns an output that is proportional to the convolution: h͑r͒ g͑r͒, while the cross correlation can be accessed by inverting the impulse response around its origin, h͑r͒Ãg͑r͒ = h͑−r͒ g͑r͒. 13 The other noncollinear THG beams will produce spatially separated outputs that can be equally accessed at the output plane. Such field distributions are of the type f͑r͒ f͑r͒ in the directions k rf f ͑3͒, and f͑r͒ ␦͑r͒ in the directions k rrf ͑3͒, with f͑r͒ = h͑r͒, g͑r͒.
Similar noncollinear THG geometries have been used in the past to perform temporal autocorrelations for the characterization of femtosecond pulses 14, 15 and to demonstrate alloptical full logic units. 16 The 4-f imaging system was implemented using 2 in. diameter singlet planoconvex spherical lenses with a 10 cm focal length. Spatial and temporal overlap of the three interacting pulses were achieved by using a DOE beam splitter which eliminated the need for temporal delay lines. A detailed description of this setup can be found in Ref. 11 . Transmission binary masks printed on overhead transparencies were used as images to modulate the input beams. Each beam was focused into the sample with an external angle of 5.7°with respect to the optical axis. A maximum resolution of 14.3 lines/ mm, limited by spherical aberration, was determined at the fundamental wavelength using a standard USAF resolution target. The NLO medium was the polymer composite reported in Refs. 8-10, which contains the molecule E-2-tricyanovinyl-3-n-hexyl-5-͓4-bis͑4-nbutylphenyl͒-amino-2-methoxy-styryl͔thiophene 17 doped at a 20 wt % loading into a polystyrene matrix. Using spectral ellipsometric measurements at the third-harmonic wavelength ͑517 nm͒ and prism coupler measurements at the fundamental wavelength ͑1550 nm͒, a wave vector mismatch of ͉⌬k͉ = 0.168 m −1 was measured for the collinear THG process in this material, which is smaller than previously estimated. 8, 18 For the noncollinear THG process, the angular separation of the pulses reduces ⌬k and makes the THG process more efficient in those directions, as seen in Fig. 1 . While the conversion efficiency reaches a maximum at external angles of around 20°with respect to the optical axis, 18 such large angles lead to stringent aberration requirements and the implementation of the correlator, a problem of optical design which is beyond the scope of this work. The coherence length of the THG process in this material was then estimated to be / ͉⌬k͉ = 9.2 m. Accordingly, a 10 m thick film was prepared as previously described. 8 An ultrafast optical parametric amplifier ͑Newport TOPAS͒ pumped by a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier ͑Newport Spitfire͒ producing 100 fs pulses at 1550 nm with a repetition rate of 1 kHz was used in our experiments. Before the transmission masks, an energy of 2.8 J/pulse was measured. The signal of interest at the third harmonic was spatially filtered with an iris, and captured with a low cost Si-based CCD camera ͑Genwac, GW-902H͒.
Without the binary masks, ten noncollinear THG beams are clearly observed at the output plane of the correlator providing evidence of the good spatial and temporal overlap of the pulses ͑see Fig. 1͒ . To illustrate the intensity distributions that can be recovered at the output plane of the correlator, we have introduced the character "C," approximately 3.5ϫ 3.5 mm 2 , in two different orientations as h = h͑r͒ and g = h͑−r͒, and a 1.5 mm aperture as r͑r͒ in the reconstruction arm. As shown in Fig. 2 , simultaneous access to imaging through frequency conversion: r r h, convolu- tion: r h h, and cross correlation: r h g operations are obtained in the directions: k rrh , k rhh , and k rgh respectively. Using a simple MATLAB routine, the intensity distributions ͉ rjk ͑rЈ͉͒ 2 were modeled by numerically applying the corresponding operations to the binary images used in the experiment. As expected, the finite extent of the reconstruction wave produces a smoothing effect on the images, acting as a low-pass filter at the sample position by controlling the extent of the angular spectrum that is efficiently recovered through the THG process. Image recognition can then be implemented using this correlator scheme. As shown in Fig.  3 , positive identification of a cross surrounded by other geometrical objects was achieved. Furthermore, we performed recognition experiments of a more complex object using an airplane and showed the expected sensitivity of the convolution operation to object rotations and that stronger signals are obtained through the autocorrelation operation. 13 For the airplane recognition experiments, we have used a reference aperture of 0.5 mm to improve the resolution over the previous experiments.
In summary, using 100 fs pulses at 1550 nm, we have presented a proof-of-principle demonstration of ultrafast alloptical processing in an amorphous NLO polymer composite through a noncollinear THG technique. We foresee that improvements in the optical setup could allow operating this correlator with unamplified femtosecond pulses in the nanojoule range, as well as significantly improving the spatial resolution. Even with the limitations of our current setup, assuming that the smallest resolvable feature is 0.5 mm, the size of the minimum aperture used in our experiments, two images of 14ϫ 14 elements could be correlated within a time of 100 fs. Thus, this correlator is capable of performing at least 3.9ϫ 10 15 operations/ s in the k rgh direction. The nonphase matched nature of the THG process allows for this polymer composite to be used from 1400 to 1800 nm, 10 which potentially could admit wavelength multiplexing capabilities to this approach. Even though the lack of ultrafast spatial light modulators is for now the true bottle neck for the realization of ultrafast optical processing technologies, the possibility of achieving real-time holographiclike capabilities through a technique that is ultrafast, nondegenerate, and easily implemented in a robust and compact setup compatible with low-cost electronic components could make this noncollinear THG correlation technique an attractive alternative for technologies requiring real-time optical processing capabilities, which so far may have been limited by the slow response times of typical holographic materials.
